Fetal mouse NK cell clones are deficient in Ly49 expression, share a common broad lytic specificity, and undergo continuous and extensive diversification in vitro.
NK cells obtained by exposing mouse fetal thymocytes to appropriate combinations of IL-4, IL-2, and PMA are phenotypically indistinguishable from cultured adult splenic NK cells with the exception that they generally lack measurable expression of all of the inhibitory Ly49 molecules that can currently be detected with Abs (Ly49A, -C, -G, and -I) and of the activating molecule Ly49D. Despite this deficiency, fetal NK cells have a similar specificity to Ly49-expressing adult splenic NK cells. Individual fetal NK cell clones display an essentially invariant and broad specificity similar to that of polyclonal populations of fetal or adult NK cells, although significant differences in the fine specificity of clones can occasionally be detected. Most remarkably, cloned fetal NK cell lines display heterogeneous expression of a restricted set of surface molecules that includes 10A7, Ly6C, 3C2, CD8, certain isoforms of CD45, and also, occasionally, Ly49 molecules. This heterogeneity is not related to the cell cycle or activation status of the cells, and micromanipulation recloning demonstrates unambiguously that it is not due to a lack of a single cell origin. Diversity is generated rapidly and the capacity for diversification appears to persist indefinitely in vitro. The expression of individual variable Ags is independent and stochastic, resulting in fetal NK "clones" being potentially composed of hundreds of phenotypically distinct cells. We hypothesize that fetal NK cells behave as progenitor cells that are undergoing a process of rapid, extensive, and continuous diversification and that are individually capable of generating and regenerating a complex NK cell repertoire.